SCS TODAY: April 17, 2020

[A late-day update from the SCS Dean’s Office]

OF NOTE

— Congratulations to Katerina Fragkiadaki, assistant professor in MLD, on earning a National Science Foundation CAREER Award.

— Look for friendly and familiar faces of SCS people in another video episode of SCS@home.

TO KNOW

— During the past five weeks of SCS’s faculty recruiting season, 36 candidates’ talks and presentations were hosted online for more than 2,400 attendees. One more presentation will occur at the end of this month. My thanks to everyone involved.

— CMU’s Office of International Education (OIE) keeps a regularly updated page of Frequently Asked Questions if you need to review or refer any newly admitted students to it.

WEEKEND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TOM CORTINA

Don't forget Virtual Spring Carnival this weekend! And in the spirit of carnivals, here are some Kennywood rides. Just don't eat a full meal before riding these...

Steel Curtain
Black Widow
Sky Rocket
Phantom's Revenge

Until Monday,
----- Martial

REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES

SCS Alerts & Resources | For Students | For Staff | For Faculty | For Researchers

SCS Faculty Hiring Updates & Guidelines | Remote Education for Instructors: SCS FAQ and Eberly Center FAQ

CMU Coronavirus Updates & Information and FAQ | CMU Health Services, 412-268-2157